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dc5ce54f-b5be-498d-8aba-1ec117360fd0
00:00:13.580 --> 00:00:15.510
Greetings partners and friends in Missio 

ffccfe49-d3bd-42ce-b77d-56a07484581b
00:00:15.510 --> 00:00:19.730
Nexus. I'm Tom Lin currently serving as President of Intervarsity

36b82b31-f81c-4816-af2f-3ed86745e67f
00:00:19.730 --> 00:00:25.930
Christian Fellowship and I'm looking forward to being able to share 
with you today.

11ae928f-f2df-4aba-af69-43036b308402
00:00:25.930 --> 00:00:29.680
Often as the only non-white person in a board room

589f34db-2f3d-4eec-b489-5519b595d9d7
00:00:29.680 --> 00:00:34.350
the question I often get asked is this, "What does it mean for an 
organization to be

b045d8e3-f509-4b5c-8ae3-e9039bbfbd37
00:00:34.350 --> 00:00:38.630
committed to ethnic diversity? How can we better succeed in 

8bbb3440-c1f3-4042-ae56-ef1ddce6278b
00:00:38.630 --> 00:00:41.750
multicultural recruitment, placement and service?"

18852970-c61b-485f-9af1-b48e19b4d7eb
00:00:42.960 --> 00:00:47.170
I remember speaking to Bob Creson, my friend and President of

f899347d-bec9-4b3b-8220-4938006872a0
00:00:47.170 --> 00:00:51.700
Wycliffe Bible Translators and he asked me this question once, my 
answer was this:

a2defc4c-2254-4e00-a131-b70d8de7461a
00:00:51.700 --> 00:00:56.470
It's a long and painful road but it's worth it. In

8c6b3e49-2514-49ce-a59a-0252c4be9972
00:00:56.470 --> 00:00:59.900
Intervarsity, we've worked hard at this and we continue to. It's



f9d27c1a-a705-469b-be18-4921b82e7c79
00:00:59.900 --> 00:01:04.740
been a long painful road, but worth it. I'll share part of

eb7e5263-4ff6-4f2b-b621-f7ca4385fd28
00:01:04.740 --> 00:01:09.300
our journey in these next ten minutes. First, to give you some 
context,

847426b1-3425-4789-b1c4-ecd4a0c54dac
00:01:09.300 --> 00:01:12.630
After 76 years of being an

da40fa73-3c22-4234-94dd-a2376a649ab0
00:01:12.630 --> 00:01:18.750
organization, I am now the first non-white President. I now lead

f7f63bdf-0b2a-4453-b53e-0504e4289f3c
00:01:18.750 --> 00:01:23.730
a team that's called Executive Leadership Team that's also majority 
non-white. Again, the

a50e44c0-8523-423f-bacb-bc24b90d60a5
00:01:23.730 --> 00:01:28.100
first-time in 76 years. Intervarsity is now

572ad1be-c6d3-40ef-b313-e5bc0f35143d
00:01:28.100 --> 00:01:33.080
54 percent ethnic minority in all of our participants. The Urbana

d005f9a3-63c3-4956-a49a-c73faaba1d75
00:01:33.080 --> 00:01:36.780
Missions Conference which we host is also similar:

59ff0b83-542d-4eb4-bea7-cfca820bf1b4
00:01:36.780 --> 00:01:42.460
53 percent ethnic minorities at the last Urbana.

8760a84d-085c-442e-aac9-97f7f57383c5
00:01:42.460 --> 00:01:44.590
So, the first thing I want to say,

5e2d0c47-78c8-4f67-bc9b-30d0d8d324d7
00:01:44.590 --> 00:01:49.450
is that an organizational commitment to ethnic diversity, it changes 
everything. It's

96bcbc1c-cdbf-4d9b-aa51-54faaf26dcb9
00:01:49.450 --> 00:01:54.380



not just changing the make-up of people but it changes everything from 
our

ce4dceff-5c10-4eae-8023-be2282644284
00:01:54.380 --> 00:02:00.130
worship style, the voices we listen to, to the videos and marketing we 
do, what our web

4b9a379e-3ad9-4bb8-89e9-91bd09f64b28
00:02:00.130 --> 00:02:05.590
site looks like, who makes decisions and how you make them, clarifying

f5d40620-d5dd-42ed-aa82-c29e68af4a7b
00:02:05.590 --> 00:02:07.210
our theology in biblical understanding,

eff1db2f-4c18-4e39-bc7d-2569e6ff0437
00:02:08.670 --> 00:02:10.100
It changes our philosophy

adc80fce-d0db-4562-9c7f-61a7cf7b6473
00:02:10.100 --> 00:02:15.030
of ministry even. Do we believe that we can have ethnic specific 
ministries or

2768af0a-8f68-4344-8947-ebcd7f1bc93a
00:02:15.030 --> 00:02:19.900
not? It influences the books we read, the training we give to our 
staff.

b997a94c-856a-4bed-be4b-90b93883da5e
00:02:19.900 --> 00:02:24.160
It also changes how we do operations and even what happens in our

631259e1-47c0-4497-9032-0656ff49d52b
00:02:24.160 --> 00:02:29.240
building. We recently at this exercise of deciding what to name the 
conference rooms in

c4220eb7-b86f-4f52-959c-7688b8240dd9
00:02:29.240 --> 00:02:34.950
our building. It changes everything. In this presentation I want to 
touch on six (6) specific

1a1c9583-d8db-43a0-b1b7-f23c859a39ae
00:02:34.950 --> 00:02:39.860
things required to succeed in multi-cultural recruitment placement

e89b241d-7506-4250-9f47-0af09a7d2326
00:02:39.860 --> 00:02:43.930



in service. The first is, it requires an all-

ad5483ad-5aab-4962-9c42-da8d9d9b3e09
00:02:43.930 --> 00:02:47.530
in, full-commitment from the CEO and the board.

78f6c265-dd1d-4ad8-97f6-e5ee50396f23
00:02:48.560 --> 00:02:50.170
Jane Hollingsworth was an Intervarsity

a0be145d-2a58-457e-af23-ec961d1eb5fd
00:02:50.170 --> 00:02:55.080
missionary in the 1940s with one problem: finding a place to host

4c20e663-1d6f-4116-8d58-80b9b7161aba
00:02:55.080 --> 00:02:59.360
her student conference. Her group of white and black students

95cef09c-b10b-41f5-a862-fd0090c35db0
00:02:59.360 --> 00:03:03.030
were rejected again and again by retreat centers.

be2cb3c2-ac99-42c5-a570-dc8e4e40d247
00:03:03.030 --> 00:03:09.490
Intervarsity's board took a radical stand and pass the following 
resolution in 1948.

34eaf3cb-a25e-4754-8cad-9ad75bfb647b
00:03:09.490 --> 00:03:11.810
We resolved to not hold any events at

225e14dd-112f-4b94-81db-6e8bd4f8aade
00:03:11.810 --> 00:03:15.830
a facility discriminating against people of color.

3bb8fc2d-d2c9-4187-9301-217bc9359ad2
00:03:15.830 --> 00:03:19.240
Since color people tend to relate segregation and Christianity

daca3e6b-8bd4-4a47-a321-3e7910a70b19
00:03:19.240 --> 00:03:23.680
which we represent, we must demonstrate that in Christ, there is 
neither black

754dfada-9bf4-4618-bfb6-7cfa69cef5e9
00:03:23.680 --> 00:03:29.420
nor white. That was the resolution. Another conflict took place at the 
Victorious

a42eac09-2c50-41d0-9554-d1d2c9c9cc07



00:03:29.420 --> 00:03:34.050
Life Conference Center where annual conferences were held for the New 
York-area.

8f33824e-9ca6-4fbd-b288-19c1123af7f0
00:03:34.050 --> 00:03:39.020
The Director of the center heard about the increasing number of blacks 
involved with Intervarsity and

2e1027d9-86d4-4b0c-b029-67a19dfe1226
00:03:39.020 --> 00:03:41.770
refused to welcome blacks to his conference center.

4fcf988b-7060-44e6-a8c6-71b154a8b515
00:03:42.940 --> 00:03:45.890
Our then-President Stacey Woods angrily responded,

5ef71946-ecc9-49f6-a609-79d38104404b
00:03:47.020 --> 00:03:49.190
"I see, though you are a Victorious

88d22f5b-d980-4e0d-99d9-3a45dbb1e222
00:03:49.190 --> 00:03:54.150
Life Director, you do not yet have victory over your racial prejudice. 
If you

649a23f3-d054-4385-b9b1-5fc8adc6201a
00:03:54.150 --> 00:03:57.740
refused black students to these conference [inaudible] I shall blast 

4cbb90dc-1cd0-4557-aee7-a7c1340254c8
00:03:57.740 --> 00:04:02.290
your reputation across the nation as someone who preaches victorious 
live but has no

59d4c026-e29b-4099-84e1-012d6062f7a3
00:04:02.290 --> 00:04:05.550
victory over racial prejudice". That was amazing.

01d913bc-ce25-4a55-88f9-05a3585b80a1
00:04:06.690 --> 00:04:10.840
Today on my board, it has the same level of priority. It's written 
into our

8b800f38-e13a-4e43-a52d-ad8d99658800
00:04:10.840 --> 00:04:15.790
board policy manual that every two (2) years we're required to give a 
report at the Intervarsity

f9b3938c-ca4a-42d9-a313-afe51f0d705e



00:04:15.790 --> 00:04:18.910
and diversity training to the board.

f40ac86f-d481-4c1c-bcc7-de04b4dec34b
00:04:18.910 --> 00:04:23.700
The second thing that I think diversity requires is Structural 
Changes. In the

32d47ff0-8fb9-4061-8cb4-c03233337cbd
00:04:23.700 --> 00:04:28.470
1980s, Intervarsity created a new multi-ethnic department and 
appointed a new Vice

4bbf868c-b1fd-4fc2-8fb4-200341beff2b
00:04:28.470 --> 00:04:33.900
President of multi ethnicity Sam Barcott. Perhaps the biggest 
structural change

765d4d2d-9d8a-4e5b-8528-f8bb960c18f6
00:04:33.900 --> 00:04:38.850
was to our funding model, how money was to be allocated. All of our 
missionaries here

8e88210b-3844-47b9-9b31-30a18984b270
00:04:38.850 --> 00:04:43.580
raise their own support but we instituted a one percent multi-ethnic 
tithe.

ac3f4ee8-b5f1-4d50-8edf-268fbd1db558
00:04:43.580 --> 00:04:46.970
Which basically meant 1 percent of additional overhead that we ask all

94ba5f4a-085a-409c-ac2b-eed38605528e
00:04:46.970 --> 00:04:51.880
our staff to raise. This helps fund our ethnic minority staff.

af6d64af-09fb-4b6d-ae0f-5d8012306e0a
00:04:52.940 --> 00:04:53.240
You know,

308ec069-7bf7-4297-9763-cb876279e4b9
00:04:53.240 --> 00:04:58.150
it's easy to talk about ethnic diversity and to say that we want such 
things

0db3a66f-bbe0-4e07-b2b2-9e897e7f5946
00:04:58.150 --> 00:05:02.840
but to ask every staff to essentially pay for it, that up the level of

c39b957a-a23a-4f14-8952-3e1d118328b0



00:05:02.840 --> 00:05:07.840
our commitment considerably. Our white staff are essentially saying we 
care so much about this that

f399f1dd-9783-4e1b-9a6a-c12f4a1e4b6e
00:05:07.840 --> 00:05:11.940
were willing to raise money for it. So 1% to this day of the

4dfc1b99-3769-458c-a45f-f1cb0e48a1bd
00:05:11.940 --> 00:05:18.410
overhead taken out of fund-raising always goes to our ethnic minority 
staff.

220c4f6b-fa89-4272-bbf2-16f4bdf515ae
00:05:18.410 --> 00:05:20.130
We also added ethnic We also added ethnic-specific

1805937d-2f98-42ce-8a6a-9c82439c9a08
00:05:20.130 --> 00:05:24.730
staff conference for missionaries of color to connect every two to 
three years.

89b19465-ef02-4006-92a2-00747dc4604e
00:05:24.730 --> 00:05:29.240
We also added a tri-annual multi-ethnic staff conference for all of 
our staff to

e25da9ac-c856-4eee-9b04-43b92bbc9eac
00:05:29.240 --> 00:05:32.000
of color to gather together in one place.

4d0cbe08-a025-4ead-9392-3f680ee1d9d2
00:05:33.100 --> 00:05:37.250
The results of all these things have been outstanding through the 1% 
tithe on 

30212052-7365-4cc3-9fdc-49de3e7f0d0f
00:05:37.250 --> 00:05:41.840
other communal funding models we've seen significant growth in 
diversity among our

36035322-b2d7-4a6c-94e0-3a723cdac4d7
00:05:41.840 --> 00:05:43.800
field missionaries. We're now

54d5ab0c-dd82-4fea-9579-dfa855cde10b
00:05:43.800 --> 00:05:48.400
about 31 percent non-white in terms of our staffing. Our Black and

172a797b-d841-4ab8-a40d-ee8bf3ff3815



00:05:48.400 --> 00:05:53.910
Latino missionaries are our fastest  growing demographic over the last 
five years. Thirdly,

df9983d0-1da1-4e12-9f7f-853788c63f18
00:05:53.910 --> 00:05:57.140
it requires Intentional Leadership Development. I

e511a5e6-fbc3-4db3-8abd-c2e12abc765f
00:05:57.140 --> 00:06:00.480
remember as a young staff, President Steve Hanter hosted a

999f8722-7d1d-4e1a-bca2-3413a44858e7
00:06:00.480 --> 00:06:05.100
President's Consultation where he gathered 20 Ethnic Minority young 
leaders

388ecb6c-c370-4305-9c13-83490dc3b00e
00:06:05.100 --> 00:06:09.520
to his home to listen to them, to fellowship with them, and to firm

c5c5c835-2352-4ea3-a9f8-866aeb66ceb5
00:06:09.520 --> 00:06:13.610
us and He said to me, that Intervarsity was a place where I could not

826512b2-2217-4e17-8599-23ecc40796f9
00:06:13.610 --> 00:06:18.600
only serve but I could thrive, and I remember that consultation to 
this very

4a014039-413f-46be-898e-f4382167e786
00:06:18.600 --> 00:06:24.180
day. Well, recently I did the same just a few months ago inviting our 
top five

9a389b16-9fa1-4aa1-bc98-7220c1b59a48
00:06:24.180 --> 00:06:28.800
Latino leaders and our top five emerging Black leaders to my home. We

a85fda0e-faec-4b17-80fe-781946d566f2
00:06:28.800 --> 00:06:32.910
spent 3 days together interacting with each other, listening to their 
stories

f0e6ff2a-e165-4db7-ba96-0cc71926783e
00:06:32.910 --> 00:06:37.620
and each other’s' stories affirming their ministry. I got to share my

3247b852-a941-4cde-9b8d-3568d08c4e24
00:06:37.620 --> 00:06:41.660



heart and gave them input and heard them give input

5727ac0d-23b1-43d9-af6a-58314f787d56
00:06:41.660 --> 00:06:47.070
into strategic organizational decisions. It was fantastic. 
Intervarsity also

d1f1cf9e-3d9d-4e2a-ace6-e25506bff10a
00:06:47.070 --> 00:06:51.210
host Daniel Project cohorts. The Daniel Project

82050d1b-5319-4565-9af7-d25745557a3c
00:06:51.210 --> 00:06:56.110
intentionally selects our best high potential ethnic minority leaders 
invest heavily

d587d0de-16f2-430a-8acc-4a3004a8e56b
00:06:56.110 --> 00:07:01.040
in mentoring and training them over eighteen months with the future 
goal of promoting them

ee306019-d3ce-4d2a-ae07-92ee175618b4
00:07:01.040 --> 00:07:03.870
to senior leadership roles within Intervarsity.

decf0160-7f71-484f-bb46-4a774877a73d
00:07:05.400 --> 00:07:08.670
IVP - Intervarsity Press is also invested International Leadership

28995299-e2bd-4ee9-a7c5-aa1d1da66e21
00:07:08.670 --> 00:07:13.880
Development by hosting writers’ consultations for ethnic communities 
developing a

fc2dc114-0a7c-46e0-a3a7-d655fbc3406d
00:07:13.880 --> 00:07:18.420
pipeline of Black, Latino and Asian writers. This has helped IVP to 

1e039a65-5285-4b26-8e56-99c7a36b4beb
00:07:18.420 --> 00:07:22.640
become the leading publisher for ethnic minorities

d71a4f4e-0781-42cb-8591-701013e79094
00:07:22.640 --> 00:07:26.500
Fourthly, it requires investing in community life

c5218e0a-f5b5-43df-baee-cc9aaf5ec39b
00:07:26.500 --> 00:07:31.310
and facilitating opportunities to engage multicultural issues.



a0ef05e3-9d77-45a9-9b7f-1928cea22b46
00:07:31.310 --> 00:07:34.840
At our national office, we host multi-ethnic

a96f67bf-109a-47fb-8e23-7d1fa3732da6
00:07:34.840 --> 00:07:38.040
roundtable meetings, a multi-ethnic brown bag lunches.

fda19562-9d6a-4aab-bc79-a1ed33889ef8
00:07:38.040 --> 00:07:42.890
These are all optional gatherings where our staff can interact with 
local Latino

5ec05094-7eab-402c-a6e4-6f5c4f649351
00:07:42.890 --> 00:07:44.710
pastors, for example,

847653e2-0e29-4c16-91af-2ee8b2fc35a9
00:07:44.710 --> 00:07:48.560
or we can together discuss hot topics like the Charlottesville

fcb25b78-b773-4ce5-b3d3-02b7a20c95b0
00:07:48.560 --> 00:07:54.180
protest or Black Lives Matter. One of my Staff Directors recently 
hosted

8d4a9c1d-23e4-4b65-9b9b-ff596f89186a
00:07:54.180 --> 00:07:58.660
a moving showing of the movie "Twelve Years A Slave", hosted a 
discussion

1afaaad6-e4a9-4c34-ae36-3919effa408b
00:07:58.660 --> 00:08:03.720
at his home. It was a great community event. It also means that a 
senior

3af8f936-9b2d-4e9a-839a-4293a07e323c
00:08:03.720 --> 00:08:07.350
leaders showing up for these events is critically important.

1a22fd83-6a03-4487-aa10-072d6fe8ab5a
00:08:08.690 --> 00:08:11.080
For the office environment it means having your eyes

1799c20b-c5c9-4350-b26f-4b471e06a7dc
00:08:11.080 --> 00:08:15.360
opened to where there might be what I call "confederate flags" 
unintentionally

c7981bf1-83ee-486a-91e5-41fcb4a76ce8



00:08:15.360 --> 00:08:20.260
raised. I remember the story that Bob Creson, the President of 
Wycliffe

b6e3dbbf-249e-4bf3-a35a-9186182e6e8c
00:08:20.260 --> 00:08:25.210
shared with me, he was interacting with a board member, and as the 
board member was walking

dc81a2b8-958e-4f82-9902-ac84c4023ee8
00:08:25.210 --> 00:08:32.920
through his office he said I see all these confederate flags around 
here.

dd87f99e-8c3d-475c-9e5a-57c12f95026e
00:08:32.920 --> 00:08:37.800
Bob took that a hard and had him and his staff and his leadership team 
as they went through

d152d656-48d3-44d7-a57a-b3ad43d99d77
00:08:37.800 --> 00:08:43.250
the office, consider that question: Are there places where we're 
unintentionally raising

e8f0c862-ee98-430b-835c-1fc003e49c17
00:08:43.250 --> 00:08:48.230
barriers for ethnic minorities to work here and thrive here maybe 
there's some confederate

91fdba49-cd3a-48fb-b909-8aaa99c01316
00:08:48.230 --> 00:08:53.480
flags that we just don't see. How can our eyes be opened to those

8a670462-1c7e-45d7-84c5-a04ae4ef5bbb
00:08:53.480 --> 00:08:59.520
confederate flags that maybe in our offices. So, facilitate 
opportunities to engage

c7dd953f-b303-4715-a14d-e79640d7eb41
00:08:59.520 --> 00:09:04.480
multicultural issues in your office and on your teams.

4d6b34eb-bce8-48ac-b228-b2ab3378ad05
00:09:04.480 --> 00:09:05.720
Fifthly,

a44f4e43-a123-4d3a-9d9d-099b94f3d432
00:09:05.720 --> 00:09:08.520
it requires a willingness to make mistakes and to



a312eea1-399d-48f6-9f1f-7f954889911a
00:09:08.520 --> 00:09:15.610
continually learn at all levels including senior level leaders.

76b66ce6-837c-4cb1-9bc5-2cbc9b7df269
00:09:15.610 --> 00:09:20.380
At Intervarsity's multi-ethnic staff conference just a few years ago,

9e493266-a59f-4078-b6c3-c5866ec961a7
00:09:20.380 --> 00:09:24.430
our former President Alec Hill -I’ll never forget this- went

2907f717-69a6-446c-b6f3-a9f4f71f99f1
00:09:24.430 --> 00:09:29.920
into one of the rooms full of Asian-American staff and apologized for 
something and

80052c77-c927-4f8c-b7d0-b02ead25d78f
00:09:29.920 --> 00:09:35.060
asked for forgiveness and I'll never forget even after that apology he

a16f4c5a-25bd-4347-8bde-b9f62024390e
00:09:35.060 --> 00:09:40.190
learns something there was something he didn't say that was quite 
right or quite connected with them. And the Asian-American 

9b3fd76b-0595-420b-bc81-0473ada82d6d
00:09:40.190 --> 00:09:45.420
asked him if he could come in again to the room and apologize once 
again. And Alec was so

09b139e0-0851-443e-8081-b9b6e0ef0027
00:09:45.420 --> 00:09:49.920
humble that he came to the room again apologized a second time. It 
takes

1673c87f-1b26-4f54-aab6-762b70db8d8a
00:09:49.920 --> 00:09:56.480
this desire to continually learn at all levels even the most senior 
level.

0837ed8a-6e2d-4524-9caa-087e587e0b9e
00:09:56.480 --> 00:10:00.880
To continually learn, our Executive Team and Department Leaders

be6ba810-0974-40d6-85c6-5c55caacc017
00:10:00.880 --> 00:10:05.410
also spend a week at Duke University at the Center for Reconciliation 

617cf07b-565b-4e10-b5d0-f689b7b7164e



00:10:05.410 --> 00:10:07.120
... to learn.

2acf1dd7-f5e4-49ec-b72f-9ca8475e9887
00:10:07.120 --> 00:10:11.850
We're now continue doing these kinds of learning opportunities when I 
served on the

a04c0c3c-86cf-4a3c-9265-32a1be0d170c
00:10:11.850 --> 00:10:16.350
Wycliffe Board, we invited Sam Barkat and

b5ddeef1-c973-4095-ae81-01e9dfa1d1fa
00:10:16.350 --> 00:10:21.640
Sun-Cha Ra to speak to us, to challenge us in several board retreats. 
I think it's

da72a078-5d29-4e30-8380-963680d36ad0
00:10:21.640 --> 00:10:25.510
is important to have these learning moments for boards as well.

464c1037-0a66-407f-b501-4496d6231d5e
00:10:25.510 --> 00:10:30.070
In 2015, Intervarsity hosted a Ferguson pilgrimage

5f8cab63-7000-40c9-9544-a9d55748a3a2
00:10:30.070 --> 00:10:34.420
for our Staff of color to learn to lament also in Ferguson, to learn 
about

2078b46d-e695-435b-9f35-ca68c60a20b3
00:10:34.420 --> 00:10:37.680
the issues and to lament in Ferguson.

835f62bf-f58b-4492-9e4d-67a0c9e0a2a9
00:10:37.680 --> 00:10:42.130
One thing that we've learned here is that to become a truly diverse 
community,

b2ea2d01-01fd-4708-9af4-f0475c34a70c
00:10:42.130 --> 00:10:47.030
it's a life-long process. The moment we think we've arrived, is the 
moment we

23f2ed22-ec80-4804-aae8-f29d6f9d2ae6
00:10:47.030 --> 00:10:51.100
start moving backward in a way from diversity. Well,

fc49bbec-8955-4f94-8709-a5b65e007abf
00:10:51.100 --> 00:10:53.470



sixth and finally,

32e86256-e63a-4950-89e3-4ecde6c3dd9f
00:10:53.470 --> 00:10:58.220
it requires perseverance and courage. A few years ago, I wrote in 
Urbana

d8236318-ede2-4181-b464-d2c6cc3213ca
00:10:58.220 --> 00:11:02.360
blog post and standing in solidarity with my Black brothers and

97930d2b-22e3-40b4-a2fa-c4480935474c
00:11:02.360 --> 00:11:07.740
sisters. It wasn't an easy piece to write nor was it an easy piece to 
go public with.

d9d97d3e-cbc9-4162-8396-2c325b3e3064
00:11:07.740 --> 00:11:11.700
And as a public leader I knew there would be push back.

dc1d17b6-d54c-4e02-b5b3-00fbc6290201
00:11:11.700 --> 00:11:15.050
You'll need to make decisions about when to speak out and when to

7a1713c5-574c-4ce8-a1ae-c697590d6579
00:11:15.050 --> 00:11:20.040
be silent. In just the last year we had the Charlottesville incident

7a6131ba-cce0-41c0-ac58-e581a4ade649
00:11:20.040 --> 00:11:23.850
in the protest there, as well as the challenges with DACA. A

f73f9c18-c54e-4113-b2ee-df2d6fae8b5c
00:11:23.850 --> 00:11:28.340
lot of conversations around DACA immigration. And,

18e6acf0-320c-47b4-9eed-1cbb414b0753
00:11:28.340 --> 00:11:32.650
We, as an organization, needed to wrestle with how do we respond; what

2faf5446-5f0e-46f7-944d-485d3d6c78f4
00:11:32.650 --> 00:11:36.320
do we say publicly; and what do we not and, these

deb068b8-6662-4e07-8616-0406e44b6abe
00:11:36.320 --> 00:11:41.190
are important questions to wrestle with because these are not only 
concerns in our nation

8d06d197-a921-4d3f-9ea8-6377e5c62258



00:11:41.190 --> 00:11:44.910
but felt deeply especially among our staff of color?

efd55640-7a6f-49f6-b0fe-f85cc1e81d53
00:11:45.930 --> 00:11:50.720
As organizational leaders there will be push backs, there will be 
mistakes

8dd9fed9-6816-44a4-8394-f67628ec550f
00:11:50.720 --> 00:11:52.840
and tough decisions to be made.

25c556eb-d17e-4283-9c97-f045e1285666
00:11:53.870 --> 00:11:56.840
You will be vulnerable. Commitment to

8e2735a3-6fc1-4701-9b1d-88a8218700cc
00:11:56.840 --> 00:12:00.430
ethnic diversity will require perseverance and courage.

fd9d5690-d0ba-4768-9055-f39488f326a1
00:12:01.800 --> 00:12:02.510
I want to

e86304ba-e0c6-4031-97bc-078b6d2a1daf
00:12:02.510 --> 00:12:07.370
end with this quote from our Diversity Training Director Phil Bowling-
Dyer.

5a37b1e7-4060-400b-890f-af1eaa530b5b
00:12:07.370 --> 00:12:12.160
He said this, "Multi ethnicity is not just a trendy policy

f543ebe0-7702-4186-aeac-574d5034bf21
00:12:12.160 --> 00:12:17.090
it's a manifestation of a scriptural value that is counter cultural. 
Those who commit

2482b916-84f7-45e5-b304-8131372a5c5c
00:12:17.090 --> 00:12:21.090
to multi ethnicity will need the power of the resurrected Jesus to

3aa23adf-0670-4f9a-aa5a-e9347ad5da33
00:12:21.090 --> 00:12:26.890
bring things together. So, may the the power of Christ bring things

ed740ee6-1243-41de-9ece-c924c079e3b9
00:12:26.890 --> 00:12:33.450
together for you and for all of us. Thank you and God bless!




